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AFTERNOON TEA COLLECTION 
2021

Afternoon Tea, an exhibition of Lara Bohinc’s most revelatory and feminine work to date is in-
spired by a longing for rituals of gathering .

Conceived during Bohinc’s time of isolation in London,while craving human contact, inspired to 
create joy, to feel coocooned and happy, these pieces are animate, embracing and loving.

A departure from Lara ‘s geometric lexicon, this work expresses warmth through spherical lan-
guage in a minimalistic form of optimism.
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Kissing Armchair is a seductive piece as it is reminiscent of an open mouth, ready to chat, 
eat and kiss. Features two semi-circle layers; one bearing the cupped seat and a second 
forming the back-rest. All the lines are covered with soft upholstery apart from the metal 
legs and metal cups, which hold the upholstered seat like an ice cream coupe.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Boucle Fabric
dimensions: W 1200mm x H 655 mm x D 770mm
price: € 9,230.00 (Karakorum) / € 9,830.00
more info

Kissing Armchair - Cream Boucle

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/kissing-armchair-argo-2-pink
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specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Furry Fabric
dimensions: W 1200mm x H 655 mm x D 770mm
price: € 9,830.00

Kissing Armchair is a seductive piece as it is reminiscent of an open mouth, ready to chat, 
eat and kiss. Features two semi-circle layers; one bearing the cupped seat and a second 
forming the back-rest. All the lines are covered with soft upholstery apart from the metal 
legs and metal cups, which hold the upholstered seat like an ice cream coupe.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original. more info

Kissing Armchair - Furry Pink

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/kissing-armchair-argo-2-pink
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Kissing Sofa feature two semi-circle layers; one bearing the cupped seat and a second 
forming the back-rest. All the lines are covered with soft upholstery apart from the metal feet, 
which hold the upholstered seat like an ice cream coupe. It is reminiscent of an open mouth, 
ready to chat, eat and kiss.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Boucle Fabric
dimensions: W 2069mm x H 630 mm x D 1050mm
price: € 18,460.00
more info

Kissing Sofa

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/kissing-sofa-cream
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Afternoon Chair

Afternoon Chair Afternoon Chair has the majesty of a throne with a huge circular backrest 
that reaches far, high and wide, offering a regal vista that is both comforting and tactile 
sensation ignited by it’s soft textural soft, textural bouclé fabric.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Wood Frame and Boucle Fabric
dimensions: W 570mm x H 1114 mm x D 805mm
price: € 4,605.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/afternoon-chair-cream
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Kipferl Marble Desk (limited edition of 10 pieces)

The Kipferl marble desk is made carved from Rosa Portugalo Marble and has sculptural 
batons, reminiscent of sponge fingers to support its top, a semi-circular crescent inspired to 
suggest sugar coated variety of the noble Austrian pastry. This playful and functional sculpture 
is emblematic of Bohinc’s new body of work, as it aurates a fantastical vision of future 
celebrations with the most exquisite material , technique and application similar to the 
genesis of the collection itself “Afternoon Tea” the works are almost edible. 

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Rosa Portugalo Marble
dimensions: W 1700mm x H 860 mm x D 770mm
price: € 20,970.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/tables/products/kipferl-marble-desk
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Patisserie Marble Coffee Table (limited edition of 10 pieces)

Patisserie marble coffee table is an ensemble of different patisserie-inspired shapes:
a canelé like side leg with two bonbon legs lift a cupped table top creating an asymmetric, 
almost haphazard assembly. The table is milled from Arrabescato Corchia, Carrara, Nero 
Marquina and Rosa Portugalo marble.  

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021 
materials: Arrabescato Corchia, Carrara, Nero Marquina and Rosa Portugalo 
materials: Marble
dimensions: W 800mm x H 445 mm x D 905mm
price: € 17,270.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/tables/products/patisserie-marble-coffee-table
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Profiterole Small Coffee Table - Marble (limited edition of 10 pieces)

Profiterole small coffee table is a work inspired by the heightened visceral sensation one 
encounters when seduced by  a sweet . Sculpted both in marble and wood,  these works 
are counterweighted by what may be a profiterole , hence the title of the work. This new 
edition is crafted in both Marquina or White Carrara marble, as well as milled wood, ex-
pressed in both white or black stained ash.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021 
materials: Nero Marquina Marble
dimensions: W 485mm x H 410mm x D 485mm
price: € 9,595.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/tables/products/profiterole-small-coffee-table-black-marble
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Profiterole Small Coffee Table - White Stained Wood

Profiterole small coffee table is a work inspired by the heightened visceral sensation one 
encounters when seduced by a sweet. Sculpted both in marble and wood, these works are 
counterweighted by what may be a profiterole, hence the title of the work. This new 
edition is crafted in both Nero Marquina or White Carrara marble, as well as milled wood, 
expressed in both white or black stained ash.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: White Stained Ash Wood 
dimensions: W 485mm x H 410mm x D 485mm
price: € 5,957.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/tables/products/profiterole-small-coffee-table-black-marble
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Macaroon Coffee Table

Macaroon coffee is as delicious as it sounds, it is tactile and inviting. The coffee table utilises 
fourteen spheres like berries, sandwiched between two round plates and made of 3D milled 
stained ash, available in either black or white.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021 
materials: Black Stained Ash Wood
dimensions: W 978mm x H 412mm x D 978mm
price: € 9,228.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/tables/products/macaroon-coffee-table-black
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Profiterole Occasional Table - White Stained Wood

Profiterole small coffee table and Profiterole occasional table are in marble and wood 
respectively, supported by round dessert-like spheres and semi-cupped legs which support 
a rounded top. The coffee table comes in Nero Marquina or White Carrara marble. The 
wood side table is 3D milled and presented in both white or black stained ash. 

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: White Stained Ash Wood
dimensions: D 300mm x H 416 mm x D 300mm (Small) 
dimensions: D 350mm x H 600 mm x D 350mm (Large)
price: € 3,689.00 (Small) / € 3,789.00 (Large)

more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy
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Profiterole Occasional Table - Black Stained Wood

Profiterole small coffee table and Profiterole occasional table are in marble and wood 
respectively, supported by round dessert-like spheres and semi-cupped legs which support 
a rounded top. The coffee table comes in Nero Marquina or White Carrara marble. The 
wood side table is 3D milled and presented in both white or black stained ash. 

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021 
materials: Black Stained Ash Wood
dimensions: D 300mm x H 416 mm x D 300mm (Small) 
dimensions: D 350mm x H 600 mm x D 350mm (Large)
price: € 3,689.00 (Small) / € 3,789.00 (Large)

more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy
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Trevor Chair - With Armrests - Red

Trevor dining chair makes a perfect accompaniment for the tea room, its round spheres 
forming back-rest and armrests, floating on thin metal rods, just like bonbons speared on 
cocktail sticks. Almost frog-like in its appearance, the chairs take the form of a friendly 
creature with a big mouth and bug-eyes. The chairs are made of powder coated steel, with 
soft upholstered seat and backrest and are available with and without armrests.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Wool Fabric
dimensions: W 754mm x H 857 mm x D 600mm
price: € 2,950.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy
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Trevor Chair - With Armrests - Burgundy

Trevor dining chair makes a perfect accompaniment for the tea room, its round spheres 
forming back-rest and armrests, floating on thin metal rods, just like bonbons speared on 
cocktail sticks. Almost frog-like in its appearance, the chairs take the form of a friendly 
creature with a big mouth and bug-eyes. The chairs are made of powder coated steel, with 
soft upholstered seat and backrest and are available with and without armrests.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Wool Fabric
dimensions: W 754mm x H 857 mm x D 600mm
price: € 2,950.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy
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Trevor Chair - Mint

Trevor dining chair makes a perfect accompaniment for the tea room, its round spheres 
forming back-rest and armrests, floating on thin metal rods, just like bonbons speared on 
cocktail sticks. Almost frog-like in its appearance, the chairs take the form of a friendly 
creature with a big mouth and bug-eyes. The chairs are made of powder coated steel, with 
soft upholstered seat and backrest and are available with and without armrests.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Wool Fabric
dimensions: W 454mm x H 857mm x D 600mm
price: € 2,600.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy-1
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Trevor Chair - Burgundy

Trevor dining chair makes a perfect accompaniment for the tea room, its round spheres 
forming back-rest and armrests, floating on thin metal rods, just like bonbons speared on 
cocktail sticks. Almost frog-like in its appearance, the chairs take the form of a friendly 
creature with a big mouth and bug-eyes. The chairs are made of powder coated steel, with 
soft upholstered seat and backrest and are available with and without armrests.

Each piece of furniture is individually numbered and comes with a signed certificate of 
authenticity to prove that is Bohinc Studio original.

specifications:
year: 2021
materials: Steel and Wool Fabric
dimensions: W 454mm x H 857mm x D 600mm
price: € 2,600.00
more info

https://bohincstudio.com/collections/chairs/products/trevor-dining-chair-burgundy-1
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LARA BOHINC’S BIOGRAPHY

After a decade-long stint with Cartier,  exploring sculpture through jewellery,  Lara Bohinc 
embarked upon creating functional pieces for living. Finding the larger medium so compelling, 
upon working on private commissions, Bohinc launched her own studio in 2016 to dedicate 
her practice to object and furniture design. The studio creates work of iconic beauty that 
honours traditional principles of craft and employs expertise in material and manufacturing 
techniques. Function fused with modernity forms the genesis of Bohinc’s contemporary design 
practice, feeding an obsession with the deconstruction and reconfiguration of pure 
geometric forms, expressed in the best materials. Bohinc signature is a mix of contradictions: 
bold yet light, graphic yet fluid, angular yet feminine.

Bohinc’s has engaged in private and permanent public commissions such as Friendship bench 
commissioned by Kensington and Chelsea Council for the Golborne Forum London, installed in 
2017.

Bohinc’s obsession with material and research has taken her around the globe including a 
residency in Wajima, Japan 2017 where she worked with a small community of Urushi 
craftsmen to create works that have been exhibited at Gallery Fumi for the London Design 
Festival  in 2018. 

The studio has collaborated with Swedish rug manufacturer Kasthall in 2018 to on a collection 
entitled From the Sun to the Moon, which launched in Stockholm. This collection was a finalist 
at the 2019 NYC X Design Awards. 

Bohinc Studio has successfully launched collections during FuoriSalone in Milan in 2018 and 
2019, along with Gallery Fumi at PAD, Nomad and Salon Art and Design.

Bohinc’s first retrospective solo exhibition MAO Ljubljana, Slovenia (Museum for Architecture & 
Design) was held in 2018. Bohinc Studio participated in London Design Festival 2019 with 
presentation Lunar House and returned in September 2021 with the first editions of Afternoon 
Tea.


